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merobek, (to tear)
memisahkan, (to split)
melengkungkan, (to curve)
memotong, (to cut)
menyilang, (to cross)
menarik, (to pull)
membantah, (to negate)
menumpang tindih, (to overlap)
membentuk, (to shape)
mengosongi, (to hollow-out)
menepi, (to edge)
memojokan, (to corner)
menitiki, (to dot)
melapisi tipis tipis, (to glaze)
membacok, (to chop)
membagi-bagi, (to segment)
membedah, (to dissect)
memangkas, (to trim)
mengulang-ulang, (to loop)
menyebarkan, (to spread)
memudarkan, (to fade)
menyampur, (to blend)
menyelimuti, (to cover)
membuka, (to open)
menutup, (to close)
memecah, (to fragment)
menyambung, (to join)
menghubungkan, (to connect)
memutuskan, (to disconnect)
mengulangi, (to repeat)
menempel, (to stick)

membangun, (to build)
mengotak-otaki, (to grid)
melingkari, (to circle)
mengotak, (to square)
menyegitiga, (to triangle)
menghalangi, (to block)
menggarisbesarkan,(to outline)
mengarsir, (to shade)
menyoreng, (to smudge)
menggambar, (to draw)
mengontraskan, (to contrast)
menggarisbawahi, (to highlight)
menyederhanakan, (to simplify)
memperumit, (to complicate)
mengurangi, (to reduce)
memperluas, (to expand)
menghitamkan, (to black)
memutihkan, (to white)
menguatkan warna,(to saturate)
melemahkan warna,(to desaturate)
merupa, (to form)
merusak, (to deform)
mempercepat, (to accelerate)
memperlambat, (to slow down)
menyegel, (to seal)
mengikat, (to tie)
menganyam, (to weave)
melucuti, (to strip)
menggabungkan, (to mesh)
menggaruk, (to scratch)

Year Two Thousand Twenty© (a.k.a. Twenty Twenty©)

The Year Two Thousand Twenty© was full of surprises! I made my first latte
modernism. The trick is to foam the milk to constructivist hardedge perfection
and pour it expressively in a shape of a tulip flower. On top of that I really
enjoyed making 140 bpm ginger techno this year too. Heyyy, ginger is
literally the best virus antidote and techno makes your lungs wide open and
pump in all the air between the bars into your bloodstream.

The Year Two Thousand Twenty© made me understand the world by
numbers too! I thought about the brands such as two1fifty or 20fifty10 all
year round. Try it yourself, it always works! Or just use æski...

In Twenty Twenty© I discovered that you could mesh most disparate eras
of art and culture such as gothic pop <3. It is so beautiful because it takes
those sharp arches and lushes them with metallic and iridescent shiny
surfaces! The depth of our fears, those rib vaults inside of us being hollowed
out with a paper puncher. Reveal the pop in you, observe your bedroom
plant bioacoustics and the flies buzzing.

Along the way I noted some cool to-do bahasa spells to use next time Iʼm
in the studio. Really good for pushing up your XP and extending life points.

And seriously, we donʼt need another folder. We have reached excess in
every single way imaginable. Undo the past ignorance towards our mother
Earth. Imagine a computer country, with no folders, no description, of no
hierarchical nature, just one whole stuck in the infinite loop of four season
gabber.

With Metall auf Metall,

Ф и л и П
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to-do bahasa spells



1748 POINTS

Oil and pigment marker on canvas, 19 x 92 x 1.8 cm

🁦 🁧



AIR BETWEEN BARS

Acrylic and vinyl on canvas, 48 x 45 x 1.8 cm
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FLOWER GABBER

Acrylic, vinyl, pigment marker and graphite on canvas, 160 x 109 x 1.8 cm
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LAST GRAND SLAM

Oil and pigment marker on canvas, 37 x 300 x 1.8 cm
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CHAOS NOVA SUNSET

Acrylic, vinyl, pigment marker, pressed charcoal and CDs on canvas, 300 x 240 x 1.8 cm
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RAINBOW GONG

Acrylic, vinyl and pigment marker on canvas, 90 x 125 x 1.8 cm
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ARENA

Acrylic and vinyl on canvas, 145 x 85 x 1.8 cm

SIXTEEN DREAMS

Vinyl on canvas, 30 x 100 x 1.8 cm

🂓🁩🂓🁨



MODULAR BOUTIQUE

Acrylic, vinyl and pigment marker on canvas, 105 x 61 x 1.8 cm

🂓🂏🂓🁰

LAST FRIDAY NIGHT

Acrylic and vinyl on canvas, 18 x 18 x 1.8 cm
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🂓🂒 🂓🂓

CUT Nʼ RAVE

Acrylic, vinyl, pigment marker and graphite on canvas, 210 x 120 x 1.8 cm



🂓🂓🁤 🂓🂓🁱

GRID POSITION

Acrylic and vinyl on canvas, 50 x 140 x 1.8 cm



🂓🂓🁸 🂓🂓🁿

FLOORPLAN

Oil on canvas, 40 x 40 x 3.8 cm

FIREWALL

Acrylic and vinyl on canvas, 34 x 21 x 1.8 cm
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🂓🂓🂏🂓🂓🂎

HEXAPOOL

Acrylic, vinyl and pigment marker on canvas, 25 x 20 x 1.8 cm



_4_C_3_C_

Acrylic, vinyl and pigment marker on canvas, 240 x 160 x 1.8 cm
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🂓🂓🂒 🂓🂓🂓

CAMOUFLAGE DANCE REVOLUTION

Acrylic and vinyl on canvas, 100 x 100 x 1.8 cm



🂓🂓🂓🁪 🂓🂓🂓🁱

COMPUTER LIEBE

Vinyl on canvas, 90 x 125 x 1.8 cm



REDACTED EXCERPT s<zÇP6îcu9ù3±ÜÊ

Acrylic, vinyl and pigment marker on canvas, 240 x 160 x 1.8 cm
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070 105 108 105 112 032 071 117
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